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It is good to be back
After a two year wait which has frustrated so many, we are so pleased to be able to welcome you
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The International Fertility Company and Best Fertility Now have combined resources to share our
experiences and hopefully provide you with an independent insight into your fertility options at
home or abroad.
Best Fertility Now and its sister, Fertility First Productions provide the latest news and resources
from the fertility world. Leading experts share their knowledge and opinions in print and video,
whilst a team of experienced practitioners offer all the support you may need whilst you consider, or
undergo treatment.
The International Fertility Company (IFC) is a concierge based service helping patients find the
treatment of their choice at home or abroad. Working across 24 countries and through its 174 Clinics,
IFC offers an experienced team of former patients, medics, therapists and coaches who can provide
treatment and support at every point in your fertility journey.
We have taken this opportunity to showcase a little of the work we have undertaken recently in this
publication and welcome the opportunity to help in any way we can.
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But it was worth
the wait...

We are all
different
and we all
deserve to
be treated
so

Baby Jamie was
born on 30th
December 2021!

By Clinica Tambre, Madrid

Kirstie and Chris were an example of how
infertility can affect anyone, at any age.

Who is the typical IVF
patient? Well, to the
uninitiated it might be
an older couple (40+)
who may have been
trying naturally for
years without success.
In reality, however
IVF patients can be of
any age, single, in a
relationship or not.
There is not a ‘typical’
IVF patient – each is
different with their own
dreams and aspirations
and this is exactly how
we view the individuals
and couples we see at
Clinica Tambre.

The couple had their first unsuccessful IVF cycle in their
home country of Northern Ireland in 2016 at the age of
just 22. Kirstie had experienced a premature menopause
at the age of 16 and by the time she had met her partner
Chris she was aware that she would not be able to
conceive naturally.
Premature menopause means that that the ovaries aren’t
working properly and stop producing eggs before they
normally would.

Premature menopause affects 0.1% of
women under the age of 30.
Tambre’s U.K. Ambassador, Andrew Coutts helped
the couple through two further cycles in Greece before
introducing the couple to our team in Madrid in 2019.
We were so taken with the courage and determination
shown by the couple we had no reservation in offering
our services completely free of charge.
It was a challenging case and Kirstie and Chris were under
no illusion that it would work this time. We, however,
were confident in our ability as a team to personalise a
treatment plan that would give the young couple the best
possible chance of success.
We took time to assess every aspect of Kirstie and Chris’
fertility health and identified an appropriate egg donor.
We made sure everything was in place and created an
embryo which unfortunately had to wait to be introduced
to Kirstie due to travel restrictions caused by the Covid
Pandemic.
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The Tambre experience is perfectly summarised by
Kirstie,

one so I felt very comfortable leaving the couple in
the very capable hands of the clinic.”

“In the past we got the feeling that we were
considered too young to be having fertility problems
and we shouldn’t be using resources meant for older
people. Tambre didn’t give us that impression; we
were treated with respect and dignity from the first
day we met them”

The baby that Kirstie and Chris had waited for so
long came into this world on 30 December 2021.
Baby Jamie was so worth the wait, and the couple
are looking forward to a time when they can
return to Tambre to introduce their little miracle
to everyone who helped bring this story to such a
lovely conclusion.

A point perfectly made by our UK Ambassador,
Andrew,
“The ultimate goal for everyone visiting a fertility
clinic is the same but we all tread a unique path to get
there. We come with different baggage, expectations,
hopes and fears and these differences need to be
acknowledged and accepted by treatment providers.
Tambre do this, and do it very well.
I had visited the Tambre clinic a number of times
over the years and was aware they had an excellent
reputation for helping couples with quite challenging
fertility issues. I spoke to Inge Kormelink, the CEO at
Tambre and told her about Kirstie and Chris. Inge
immediately said, ‘let’s try and help them’ and to her
great credit, she said the couple would get the full
support of everybody at Tambre. And this is exactly
what happened.
I remember telling Kirstie and Chris about the
generosity offered by Tambre and they were
speechless. Whilst they were determined to
continue their fertility journey they thought it
might have to end due to not being able to fund any
more treatment. Tambre’s offer to cover the cost
of further tests and subsequent treatment was way
beyond anything I, or the couple were expecting.
I accompanied Kirstie and Chris on that first visit to
Madrid but they didn’t really need me as the Tambre
team made them feel extremely welcome from day
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We at Tambre are pleased to help couples like
Kirstie and Chris from all over the world. We
recognise that we are all different, and we deserve
to be treated so.
For more information about how Tambre can help
you contact,
andrew@internationalfertilitycompany.com

More than 40 years making dreams come true

We help you
take the first
steps towards
motherhood!

Visit us at
stand C36

Fertility Clinic Madrid
+44 (0) 20 38 688 650 · C/Tambre 8, 28002, Madrid · information@clinicatambre.com · www.clinicatambre.co.uk
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Patients travel an online journey
which is designed to drastically
reduce the time required from
consultation and diagnosis
to treatment. NOW-fertility’s
always-on approach also means
patients have access to online
educational and information
resources whenever they are
needed – you can watch a video
about a specific medication
or treatment at the click of a
button as well as using a secure
online chat facility to keep in
contact with your dedicated
fertility team. Records of all the
consultations you have, your
online interactions, test results
and treatments are managed by
you online.
Patients are able to access and update
their case notes in real time without the
need to take time out for multiple clinic
trips

More IVF Babies. Less Stress

NOW-fertility is launching a patient service like no other
Considering fertility treatment is one of the biggest, and perhaps most daunting, life decisions
many of us will have to make. Starting the journey brings its own challenges, It can be an emotional
rollercoaster, physically stressful, financially debilitating, time consuming and frustrating.
Developed by clinicians and patients, NOW-fertility is offering help to patients, wherever they
may live. Its digital platform which has been created in partnership with Microsoft offers unbridled
access to leading fertility specialists and clinics, and enables patients to take control of their
fertility journeys in a way that has not been possible to date.

Its digital platform
which has been
created in
partnership with
Microsoft offers
unbridled access
to leading fertility
specialists and clinics

Patients are introduced to the
service by experienced CareCoordinators who are able
to offer online consultations
with doctors and nurses
that can be scheduled 24
hours a day, seven days a
week. The platform offers
consultations and support
in the language of your
choice. All conversations are
recorded, allowing patients
to keep an accurate record of
information and they are able
to upload documents about
their medical history and test

results to their personal,
secure account.
Patients are able to access
and update their case notes
in real time without the
need to take time out for
multiple clinic trips. Visits
to clinics are only required
when scans, tests and other
procedures are absolutely
necessary and even then
NOW-fertility can suggest
one of its satellite centres,
conveniently located to your
home or workplace who will
be able to help.
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Quite simply, as a patientyou are
placed at the centre of your own
care and empowered to take
a full role in the management
of the your treatment. Your
online fertility team will assist
you to develop a personalised
treatment plan and help you
identify the most appropriate
clinic from its ‘Centres of
Excellence’ network. These are
clinics who have been identified
as leaders in their field and
are able to offer outstanding
success rates and quality
management systems that
protect and support patients.
Clinics are located in a number of
countries to offer you the most
comprehensive access possible.
The Centre of Excellence you
choose will then manage your
treatment directly.
Health has been no exception. NOW-fertility
will no doubt revolutionise the way we
interact with fertility specialists
During the Pandemic we
have come to rely on digital
services. Health has been no
exception. NOW-fertility will
no doubt revolutionise the
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way we interact with fertility
specialists, empower us to
take a more proactive role
in our care and choice of
treatment as well as reducing
the stress and anxiety which
are commonly associated
with IVF treatments.
NOW-fertility’s
patient
pathway will be launched
shortly but patients can
begin their online journey

with an experienced fertility
specialist now. Stay ahead of
the game and arrange your
initial consultation in your
own language via,
enquries@now-fertility.com.
Learn more about how
NOW-fertility is beginning
to change the way we think
about fertility treatment.

www.now-fertility.com
@nowfertilitycare
@nowfertilitycare

BEST FERTILITY NOW
How it all began
Stuck in lockdown during the covid pandemic a group of women who had
battled to become mums led by a former BBC journalist, joined forces
to start a fertility media company – despite never meeting in person.

Founded by news and features
producer, Jules Burke, Best
Fertility Now is dedicated to
raising awareness of falling
fertility rates and offering
support to those struggling with
infertility by highlighting the best
companies and social networks in
the sector.

Over 2 Million BEST FERTILITY
NOW Readers
Since launching our website in February
2021, Best Fertility Now has quickly
become one of the leading platforms for
the fertility market, reaching more than
2 million people, helping them engage
with the often overwhelming choices
and regulations when moving forward
on a fertility journey.

Jules had six rounds of IVF herself before
conceiving her children with the help of a
surrogate. She says:

Want to share your story with more than
2 million Best Fertility Now readers?
Book in for a campaign and discovery call
with our CEO; journalist and broadcaster
Jules Burke.

“the website is less to do with my journey and
more a platform for others to share the incredible
things they are doing in the fertility sector – from
clinics to coaching and counselling, authors and
podcasts – everything to do with your fertility
journey.
Our team of specialist reporters span the
infertility spectrum; Andrew Coutts founder
of the International Fertility Company is an
expert on the best international clinics, Emma
Kemsley is a journalist with endometriosis, Amy
Williams gives advice on PCOS and is a clinical
reflexologist, Kevin Button is our male infertility
support champion, and fertility food is covered
by Charlotte Grand, author of The fertility
Kitchen.

The website has clocked up nearly four million
views this year and has been approved as a
trusted provider of fertility news by Google.
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Jules says: “There has been a
boom in the past few years of
people struggling to have a baby
‘taking control’ by telling their
stories. So we were inspired to
set up a one-stop shop website
with news and video reporting –
a mini BBC for the fertility sector,
where we can promote the best
social network sites, books and
apps, for people starting out on
a fertility journey.
“We are working hard to make
it entertaining with the use
of film and video, as well as,
educational, with celebrity
interviews.

“We have also set up a video
production arm, so we can
help others produce films and
reels for their social networks,
because so many people don’t
have the time to create them.
Our long list of clients range
from successful clinics like
Tambre in Spain, to award
winning fertility supplement
specialists Nua Fertility, to
helping launch new platforms
like NOW-fertility, and Fertility
First UK”.
To get things off the ground, Jules
recruited
a
crack
team
of passionate mums to help

her run the website. Together,
they tackle topics ranging
from global fertility issues and
medical advances to podcasts
and books that help to
educate the masses. As a result
of all their hard work, Best
Fertility Now has been a huge
success.
Just
five
months
after
it launched, it was accepted
by Google News as a trusted
news
service.
Now,
its
readers can rest assured that
the
information
they’re
getting is trustworthy and of
the highest quality.

Our Little Black Book
The company recently launched its Little Black Book initiative to highlight the best clinics and surrogacy
support networks worldwide. Jules explains,
“Our highly engaged audience know that they can trust us to promote the fertility businesses we
truly believe in. To this aim we recently launched our ‘little black book’ feature where we highlight
organisations that fulfil eligibility criteria such as”,
• Higher than average success rates
• Treating patients with compassion
• Emotional support
• Great administration
• Open and honest communication
If you would like to nominate a clinic or agency which meet these criteria, please get in touch:
jules@bestfertility-now.com
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In its little black book Best Fertility Now lists fertility clinics
and surrogacy agencies which are centres of excellence
and have an impressive success rate. All these come to
us through personal recommendation. Here is one great
example, Happy Beginnings...

One of the Best Fertility Now team had success
with this agency for surrogacy and found them to
be friendly, cost effective, and trustworthy. They
coordinate everything from start to finish to make
the journey as stress-free as possible for everyone
involved.
Because they are based in Ilinois the legal process
is simple as the law allows the surrogate to sign
the baby over to the intended parents as soon as a
heartbeat is confirmed. During Covid lockdown the
owner Jamie Smith even stepped in and looked after
a newborn baby until the parents could pick it up!

Outstanding Surrogacy
Break The Bank

That

Won’t

For many of us surrogacy can be a daunting prospect
and the road is often long and painful, filled with
heartache and loss, so choosing to put your trust in
a surrogacy agency is a hard decision. In the UK there
are two choices; to either stay in this country and
use an agency which recruits surrogates for purely
altruistic or non for profit reasons, or to go abroad
and find a wider range of surrogates and egg donors
who do it for a mix of altruism and profit.

With so many agencies available in the US, you might be wondering
what makes the better agencies like Happy Beginnings different?
One of the key things which separates them apart from the others, is not only their competitive prices
but also their supportive nature; with most of the staff either being former surrogates or egg donors who
really understand the emotions a client is going through. Company Founder, Jamie Smith says,
“It’s our mission to make sure your journey towards becoming a parent is a smooth one, filled with love and
support every step of the way”
Jamie started her company in 2005, after seeing so many other agencies treating the process more as a
transaction than creating a life together, and she was determined to do it better. A former egg donor she
was very popular with intended parents being 5.8’ tall with green eyes and naturally blond hair. Each of
her five donations produced egg counts in the 30s to 40s - more than double what is typical - and each
resulted in a baby.
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“

It’s our mission to make sure
your journey towards becoming
a parent is a smooth one, filled
with love and support every step
of the way
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WHAT EXACTLY DOES THE PROCESS INVOLVE?
For 10 days, egg donors have to use a syringe to inject hormones into the fat of their lower belly. The
hormones hyper-stimulate the ovaries so more than one egg will mature (without drugs, usually only one
egg ripens each month in a fertile woman). Then there is a series of vaginal ultra-sounds so doctors can
check on the progress of the ovaries.

READY TO LOSE WEIGHT FOR IVF?

When the ultrasounds show what seems to be a large number of mature eggs, they under go general or
local anaesthesia for a surgical procedure called vaginal oocyte retrieval. An ultrasound probe with a small
needle attached is inserted into the vagina.

Counterweight are the leaders in evidence-based weight management. You'll be supported
to lose weight quickly and safely, putting you in the best position to start your IVF journey.

A doctor uses the ultrasound to guide the needle toward one ovary, and then one by one into each mature
follicle, and retrieves the eggs to store for future use.

The egg business has been around
for nearly forty years
The first donations on record in the U.S. were in
1986 and although the financial compensation
is very useful the main point is always to help
couples create their dream when traditional
IVF has failed.
This honest and open approach was put to
the test recently when Jamie went through
the COVID pandemic and faced a world in
lockdown. She found herself having to look
after a baby in her own home while the parents
were stranded in China for the first six months
of its life.
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“I was happy to look after the baby” says Jamie.
“I’ve always been prepared to go the extra mile
if ever it’s needed” she adds. “It’s just part of
who we are as a company. You have to really
care about every family you work with or you
shouldn’t be in this business”.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
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Our bespoke fertility weight loss programme is designed to help you lose
weight, optimise your diet and learn about all aspects of fertility.
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The baby is now safely with its parents and
business has boomed in America despite a
lack of international clients.
“Word of mouth recommendation has helped
our company grow” says Jamie proudly. “I’m
opening up again to the international market
and looking forward to working with clients in
Europe again” says Jamie. “I know how tough it is
to go through surrogacy in the UK because there
are less surrogates available and it’s difficult to
get any information about egg donors.

TAILORED NUTRITION ADVICE

DIGITAL FERTILITY COURSE

EXPERT DIETITIAN SUPPORT

We have four flexible dietary approaches
that can be followed. Your dietitian will
customise your programme to suit your
goals and circumstances.

We provide evidence based information on
the dietary principles that are important for
good fertility and the many modifiable
factors that can improve the ability to
conceive in men and women.

Work with a specialist fertility dietitian who will
support you to lose weight and will advise you
on exactly what measures you can take to
improve your chances of achieving conception
and a healthy pregnancy.

I welcome any parent thinking about surrogacy
to get in touch. Drop me an email and we can
have a zoom with no commitment. You might
just need some advice – and I’m always happy
to help”.

"I’ve lost 4st on the Counterweight Programme and I’m almost in the target BMI range for IVF, so my husband
and I are so much closer to being able to have a baby." – Jodie, London.

You can Find out more about Happy Beginnings
in their ‘little black book’ listing at,

GET STARTED!

www.bestfertility-now.com or by emailing,
jamie@happybeginningseggdonation.com

To find out more about starting the programme, scan the QR
code with your phone. We look forward to welcoming you to
the programme!
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Facebook: /counterweight.programme Instagram: @counterweight.programme Website: www.counterweight.org

This is Pamela’s Story...
I am 41 and I live in Edinburgh with my husband Ian,
and our three year old son, Patrick. Ian and I met
when I was 18 and decided pretty quickly that we
would like to have a family, I had been diagnosed
with PCOS at the age of 13 and knew that I would
need fertility treatment to achieve that dream.
I also discovered when I started my fertility journey
that I was suffering from Antiphospholipid Syndrome
which is a condition where your immune system
fights against your own cells meaning without donor
embryos the chance of becoming pregnant with my
own eggs was very unlikely.

We met Andrew Coutts from IFC in
2019 and he has been a friend ever
since, being there at every step of our
continuing fertility journey.

Weighing Up Your Options
Weight management issues can seriously affect
your access to IVF treatments
Thanks to the generosity of Counterweight, leaders in evidence based weight
loss programmes and the Irema Fertility Clinic in Spain, one couple’s desire
to have a sibling for their son is being driven by a support and treatment
package aimed at promoting healthy eating and behavioural change.

With the help of friends and family, Ian and I travelled
to Prague in 2018 and with the help of donor embryos,
Patrick was born in November 2018. The following
year we returned to Prague but unfortunately this
time the treatment cycle was unsuccessful.
We met Andrew Coutts from IFC in 2019 and he has
been a friend ever since, being there at every step
of our continuing fertility journey. We decided in
January 2022 that we would like to give treatment
another go and asked Andrew for advice.

IFC has teamed up with Counterweight and the Irema Clinic in Spain to offer
Fertility patient Pamela the opportunity to manage her weight to achieve
optimum health prior to IVF treatment.
Counterweight have been at the forefront of weight loss research
for the last 20 years. Its innovative programme was the first of its
kind in 2000 and they remain the leaders in evidence based weight
loss. The Counterweight-Plus programme was the first weight loss
programme to combine meal replacement with behavioural change
and dietitian support to help people lose large amounts of weight and
keep it off long term. The programme was used in the DiRECT clinical
trial, the world’s largest ever study of type 2 diabetes remission
funded by Diabetes UK. The programme was so successful that it
made waves in the medical world and changed the understanding of
the treatment and management of type 2 diabetes.
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My main concern since Patrick was born was my
weight. Despite ‘yo-yo’ dieting with different
plans – I would lose weight and then put it all
back on – I realised that my BMI was too high
and I would need to lose a significant amount of
weight to be in with a good chance of success
next time.
To our amazement and disbelief Andrew
introduced us to Counterweight and the Irema
Clinic who, with amazing generosity, offered to
help.
I am now weeks into the Counterweight Diet
Plan and am working with their dedicated and
supportive team to manage my weight. The
plan involves an initial three month period of
having shakes, soups and porridge and then
reintroducing meals one at a time. This regime
is designed for me to learn more about healthy
eating and maintain a stable weight.
Alongside the help from Counterweight the Irema
Clinic are helping me to prepare for another cycle
using donor embryos and with the help of their
lovely, skilled nursing, medical and scientific
teams we hope Patrick with have a sibling.

We have no words that can
do justice to kindness and
professionalism offered by IFC,
Counterweight and Irema.

You can follow my story on Instagram, @piandpsiblingjourney

The family run IREMA Fertility and
Assisted Reproduction Clinics are
based in the Alicante and Valencia
regions of Spain. They offer personalised
treatments at competitive prices in
modern clinics which are managed by
multilingual staff teams. Patients are offered online consultations and pre-travel tests in their
resident countries to ensure their stay away from home is as short as it can be. There are no
waiting lists and Irema offer a diverse range of donors, if required.
For more information about how Counterweight and Irema can help your fertility journey contact,
info@internationalfertilitycompany.com.
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•
•
•
•
•

First half an hour consultation with IFC
IFC will provide a shortlist of two or three treatment centres
IFC will arrange an online consultation with the treatment centres of your choice
Additional half an hour consultation with IFC after your contact with treatment providers
Signposting to medical specialists who will carry out all preparatory tests and scans before
travel

•

Two, one hour online support sessions with a former patient who has accessed fertility
treatment abroad
One hour consultation with an experienced fertility coach

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First hour consultation with IFC
IFC will provide a shortlist of treatment centre options
IFC will offer advice regarding finance options
IFC will arrange an online consultation with the treatment centres of your choice
Two, one hour online support sessions with a former patient who has accessed fertility
treatment abroad
One hour consultation with an experienced fertility coach
Signposting to medical specialists who will carry out all preparatory tests and scans before
travel
Additional half an hour consultation with IFC after your contact with treatment providers
Advice on travel, accommodation and legal support
Accompanied visit to the treatment provider if required

www.internationalfertilitycompany.com

